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Pilot Goals

Increase 
participation

Improve
customer 

satisfaction

Assess ability to 
capture 

behavioral 
savings



Pilot Approach



A Stacked Strategy

Commitment 

+

Feedback

+

Follow-through

+

Framing 

+

Rewards & Gifts = Behavior change!



Commitment Framing

There’s still time to decrease your footprint
while keeping your home warm.

True,

Contact a participating contractor to seal gaps and

add insulation in your attic before the coldest days of

winter hit. You’ll get an instant $300 reward and you

can check it off your personalized Alliant Energy

Advisor plan.

By keeping the warm air inside your home, it will help

minimalize your environmental impact. Remember the

other benefits you’ll get:

Control over energy costs

Comfort when cold weather hits

Typically pays for itself in just a few years in

energy savings, even in newer homes.

Winter has started - contact a participating Trade

Ally today!

Get Started

I've already done this

Act now! 

The more improvements
you make, the more you

can earn! Complete five
items from your plan by
12/31/2014, and you’ll

qualify for $75 cash plus
incentives.That’s $75 you
could use to pay holiday

bills.

Tip: For even more

savings, don’t forget to
check in with your
personalized Alliant
Energy Advisor plan and

take the next steps.
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Put your heating costs into a deep freeze.

Cautious,

Manage winter heating costs by sealing gaps and

adding insulation in your attic.  You’ll save on heating

costs, be more comfortable, and get $300 in cash

back from Focus on Energy.

Work with a participating contractor who will do all the

work for you, including getting you your cash back.

The project pays for itself in lower energy bills in just a

few short years, even in newer homes.

Don’t wait – contact a participating Trade Ally today

and cross another thing off your Alliant Energy

Advisor list!

Get Started

I've already done this

Act now! 

The more improvements
you make, the more you

can earn! Complete five
items from your plan by
12/31/2014, and you’ll

qualify for $50 cash plus
incentives.That’s $50 you
could use to pay holiday

bills.

Tip: For even more
savings, don’t forget to
check in with your

personalized Alliant
Energy Advisor plan and
take the next steps.
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Feedback
You’re a bit of a hero, you know. View this email in your browser

Thanks for 
making energy 
savings a priority! 
Word is, you’ve completed your mission: 
scheduling a home energy assessment. We’re 
happy you chose to accept it. You can look 
forward to using less energy, spending less 
money, and knowing you’re contributing to less 
air pollution and climate change. Congrats!  

Make your next move.
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Follow-through

Rewards & 
Gifts



Year One Results

Preliminary Year Two Results



Thank you!
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